Transient electric birefringence of colloidal particles immersed in shear flow. Part II. The initial response under the action of a rectangular electric pulse and the behavior at a low alternating electric field.
The time-dependent rotational diffusion equation for rigid macromolecules in solution has been approximately solved for two cases in order to extend the electric birefringence technique to streaming-electric birefringence. One is for the initial period through the application of a rectangular electric pulse to the solution immersed in a low shear flow. The purpose of this is expansion of the distribution function into a function series made by the product of the powers of reduced time (= Thetat) and hydrodynamic field alpha (= G Theta , G: velocity gradient, Theta: rotary diffusion constant) and a surface harmonic P(i)(j)cos jphi. The solution for the build-up process at arbitrary electric field strength is found, but is limited to low hydrodynamic fields. The other is for the response when an alternating electric field is applied to the solution in a shear flow. Here, instead of reduced time, the maximum electric field E(0) is chosen as a parameter for the expansion. The expressions for the intensity of the transmitted light through crossed Nicols are derived in two optical systems where the polarizer is set at an angle of 45 degrees and 0 degrees to the direction of the electric field. The results in the former case show that we can determine four parameters, the ratio of velocity gradient to rotary diffusion constant, the axial ratio of a particle, the anisotropy of electric polarizability, and the optical anisotropy factor, from four values observed in two optical systems, namely, two light intensities before applying an electric field and two initial slopes of the build-up after applying an electric field. On the other hand, when a low alternating electric field with extremely high frequency is applied, the build-up of the light intensity in the former case is the same as that of electric birefringence for pure induced dipole orientation. The build-up for the latter optical system is the same as the expression for pure induced dipole orientation of Eq. (38) shown in a previous work.